Our EnergyMiser Air Scrubber
removes 98% of Viruses, Mold,
Bacteria and Odors from the air!
TM

Provides a
99% Reduction
of Bacteria

Provides a
99% Reduction
of Viruses

The Problem With Indoor Air.
Indoor air pollution is considered by the
EPA to be America’s No. 1 environmental
health problem. Tightly sealed homes may
be more energy efficient, but they also trap
pollutants and microbes indoors causing
allergies, odors, mold and illness.
Now Brothers has a solution. The
EnergyMiser™ Air-Scrubber purification
system is a three-stage process that has
proven to drastically reduce odors, smoke,
mold, fungi, chemical odors and bacteria
found on surfaces in the air and
your home. Airborne
bacteria and mold
reduction has been
tested at over 90%!
How does it work?
Step 1: We install a
super-high efficient 5”
MERV-16 *
thick, MERV-16* Air
Filter rated Best Buy
Filtration Unit, rated
by Consumer Reports “Best Buy” by Consumer
Reports, to remove airborne particles such
as pollen, animal dander and household
dust, from the air stream.
Step 2: We will do an intense cleaning of
your Evaporator Coil and Pan to
remove any algae, mold or
slime buildup.
Step3: We install the AirScrubber PHI Cell or
Photohydroionization Cell
manufactured and tested
Evaporator Coil

Provides a
97% Reduction
in Mold Spores

Reduces
Gases & Odors
by 85%

Kitchen counter top
bacteria after 4
hours in normal air

Kitchen counter top
bacteria after 4
hours of treated air

Photohydroionization Cell
by RGF Environmental
Group. This cell
radiates Oxidizers that
attack
and destroy
Evaporator
directly on mold, but does not affect
pathogens
in the air
Coil Cleaning
such as viruses, mold, airborne pathogens such as viruses,
bacteria and odors bacteria, spores.
5” MERV 18 Air Filter
without causing any
Is this like an Ionic Air Cleaner?
No. Ionic Air Cleaners operated by
harm to the occuDust, Dander, Mold,
pants or the environ- electrically charging a field between
Bacteria, Viruses, Odors
ment. These naturally metal plates. Particles are charged and
attracted to a collection grid
friendly oxidizers such as
which must be cleaned on a
Hydroxides, Hydro-peroxides,
regular schedule. Ionic
Ozonide Ions and Super
c
leaners only remove
Oxide Ions, then breaks ENEMRisGerY
particles, not bacteria,
themselves down into
viruses or mold.
harmless oxygen & hydrogen.
The system doesn't create any
How will I know the PHI Cell is
Photohydroionization Cell
chemicals that remain in the air and it’s
working?
completely harmless. The PHI Cell is
You can smell the difference. In a test
installed in the duct work of your air- at a nursing home in Aiken, SC, where they
conditioner and is completely out of had 34 elderly patients in diapers, this
sight. Since the air in your home is technology completely eliminated the
exchanged every four hours, the unit odor within 48 hours of installation.
completely scrubs the air to eliminate
This product is approved by the USDA
98% of viruses, mold, bacteria and odors.
for food purification and approved by the
Isn’t this just like those UV Lights?
Chinese Government as the only device
No. Ultra Violet light is used when which provides protection against the
mold is discovered on an air-conditioner SARS Virus. Why risk getting sick?
coil. UV light is effective only when shining

EnergyMiser™ Air Scrubbers are manufactured by RGF Environmental Group • www.rgf.com *If applicable to your system
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PURE AIR

Our EnergyMiser Open Window
Brings in Fresh Pure Air Without
Heating or Cooling Loss!

TM

How does it work?

Remember how nice it is to open a window in the
spring or fall and let in all of that fresh air? Don’t
you wish you could bring in that same fresh air
during the winter or summer without losing your
all of your heat or air conditioning?

Well now you can!
EnergyMiser™ now offers
a new product that can help
you solve the problem of
fresh air through an inhouse ventilation system.
It's called the
EnergyMiser Open
W indow™ Energy
Recovery Ventilator and
it brings fresh outside air
into the house while expelling the stale polluted air
without losing your heating or cooling energy to
the outside.

T he EnergyM iser O pen
W indow™ Energy Recovery
Ventilator is a complete whole
house ventilation system that
incorporates a supply motor and
an exhaust motor in one unit.
T he supply motor draws fresh
air in from the outside and the
exhaust motor pushes stale
contaminated air out. T he two air steams are
separated by a heat/energy recovery core which
tempers the air, making it the most comfortable
solution for a healthy indoor environment.

EnergyMiser Open Window™ Energy
Recovery Ventilators

Our Open W indow system is
designed to bring a continuous
supply of fresh air into a home
while exhausting an equal amount
of contaminated air. We use
what is called a “sensible” energy
recovery core. T he enthalpic
core at the center of the unit
transfers heat and moisture
from the incoming
air to the outgoing
air. T he air brought into the
living area is cooled and the humidity is reduced
for maximum comfort. T he load on your
furnace or air conditioner is less and you save
on energy costs.

• Brings a continuous supply of fresh,
filtered outside air into the home
• Exhausts environmental contaminants
for improved indoor air quality
• Saves energy by recovering heat from
exhaust air in the winter
• Controls excess humidity

Open Window pricing and specials on page 4

EnergyMiser Open Window™
Benefits
The EnergyMiser
Open Window™ is
installed into your
existing duct system
and requires only
simple maintenance
and cleaning

Fresh Air to
rooms via
Furnace Duct
Exhaust Air
From House via
Furnace Duct
Donald

Call Brothers Today for a Free, No Hassle, No Obligation Quote! Costner

1-800-849-2881
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